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A B S T R A C T

For the first time a non-invasive localisation of a soft breakdown (SBD) is shown. The localisation is completed
on fully functional back end of line (BEOL) test structures. The test structures used, provided by the inter-
university microelectronics centre (imec), are metal insulator semiconductor (MIS) structures. The low k di-
electric within the test structures is SiOCH type with OSG 2.0 (k= 2.0), 45% porosity and 40 nm thickness.
Contacless faul isolation methods have been evaluated for detecting a SBD on these structures.

We evaluated photon emission microscopy (PEM) with two different signal detectors, the Si – CCD and the
InGaAs camera.

A proof of concept for detecting a SBD with themal laser stimulation (TLS) is presented.
Using a Si – CCD and up to 2000 s integration time, photon emission (PE) signals from a 2 μm×2 μm test

structure with a leakage current less than 1 nA are presented.
With the InGaAs detector a localised SBD from a 2 μm×2 μm test structure with a leakage current of 100 pA

is shown.
The detected SBDs have a resistance of 33 GΩ and 260 GΩ respectively thus the level of degradation is several

orders of magnitude lower compared to a hard breakdown (HBD). Up to now it was only possible to localise
defects at higher levels of degradation. Due to the high energy at these levels, original defect signatures for SBD
are usually destroyed. To better control the process of degradation, a way to nearly freeze the degradation
process is shown. This method was used to detect a 1 nA leakage current of a 2 μm×2 μm structure with a
resistance of 35 GΩ using optical beam induced resistance change (OBIRCH) which is a similar contactless fault
isolation (CFI) method to TLS. The presented SBD localisations allow to plan accurate physical preparations for
the first time.

Physical analysis of PEM localised SBD and HBD have been performed and compared.
Possibilities to further improve the presented SBD detection levels are discussed for OBIRCH. Limitations for

PEM with Si – CCD and InGaAs detectors as a CFI for SBDs are discussed.

1. Introduction

A reliable back end of line (BEOL) structure is essential for the de-
velopment of new technology nodes. To reduce capacitive loss in the
BEOL structure, low k materials are used as an isolating spacing layer
between the metal lines. For high-k materials, that are used in the front
end, a hard breakdown (HBD) describes the meltdown of the dielectric.
This high-k materials show a different degradation behaviour for thin

(few nm) layers [1], this new behaviour is called soft breakdown (SBD).
Different to the SBD definition in the front end, a SBD in the BEOL
related to modern low k materials rather than the layer thickness. As
demonstrated in [2] low-k dielectric materials show a SBD before they
are driven into a hard breakdown (HBD) state, even for layer thick-
nesses of 90 nm. Physical analysis of such degradations is essential to
understand the defect structure and mechanism of SBDs. One approach
for physical analysis on SBDs is to determine the possible defective
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location by using tip to tip test structures [3,4]. These test structures
can be seen as almost one dimensional. The localisation of the defect is
easy but only intrinsic, material caused, breakdowns can be analysed.
For the reliability research of BEOL technology nodes the under-
standing and localisation of extrinsic caused failures in two-dimen-
sional isolation layers is vital. So far these defects can only be detected
in HBD condition where all physical evidence for a SBD has been de-
stroyed by the high energetic destructive characteristics of the HBD,
caused by the high leakage current density. Physical analysis on SBDs
requires contactless fault localization in the lower current range. This
work will present detected SBD down to a leakage current of 100pA and
less.

2. Sample description

A typical BEOL structure can be approximated as a metal–insula-
tor–metal (MIM) device. For the developing of test structures the real
system properties, e.g. degradation characteristics, must be reflected, in
addition the test structure must be optimised for testability. Differences
in the electrical behaviour for MIM and
Metal–insulator–semiconductors (MIS) structures have been evaluated
in [5,6]. There it is shown that no major difference can be found for the
electrical properties regarding the SBD behaviour. MIS structures have
a great advantage over MIM structures. The infrared transparency of
the semiconductor allow us to apply different failure localization
techniques methods like photon emission microscopy (PEM), optical
beam induced resistance change (OBIRCH) and other that are widely
used for backside integrated circuit access [7]. As MIM and MIS
structures show the same electrical degradation, but MIS structure are
advantageous in terms of testability, we will use MIS structures to un-
derstand the SBD failure mechanism. In opposition to obtain under-
standing for the fault mechanism is the fault detection in real devices,
here it is necessary to develop fault isolation methods on MIM struc-
tures. In this work we focus on MIS structures, because we want to
understand the SBD rather than detecting it in real devices. We used
BEOL test structures provided by the interuniversity microelectronics
centre (imec). These test structures have also been presented in [2,8,9].
Different x and y dimensions for these structures are provided while the
low-k dielectric is a SiOCH type with OSG 2.0 (k=2.0), 45% porosity
and 40 nm thickness. In this work we focused on 2 μm×2 μm and
100 μm×100 μm structures. Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of the
sample material stack as well as a backside image. The structure size is
described by the area between the copper and silicon layer. This allows
a vertical current path though the low-k material directly into the si-
licon. Fig. 2 shows a HBD of a 2 μm×2 μm MIM BEOL test structure.

The energy that had been set free during the HBD has caused a massive
meltdown not only of the low-k but also of the surrounding layers in-
cluding the aluminium used to connect the test structure to the bond
pad. A cross section of this HBD can be seen in Fig. 2b. The meltdown
has fully destroyed the test structure consequently, any information
about starting degradations was destroyed. To overcome this problem,
successful defect localization on SBDs and following physical analysis
are essential to understand the degradation mechanism. On the other
hand, a limited energy flux during the HDB would help to better control
the degradation. MIS test structures offer the opportunity to realise a
defect localisation though the infrared transparent Si substrate from
chip backside. The MIS test structures used have an internal serial re-
sistance of a few 100 kΩ thus the destruction in HBD can be limited.

3. Electrical characteristics

Fig. 3 shows a typical I – t curve of a low-k BEOL structure that has
been stressed with constant voltage stress (CVS) [2]. For this test
structure the SBD leakage current ranges from 100 fA− 10 nA. The
degradation during the SBD phase can be seen in Fig. 3.

PEM and OBIRCH were used to isolate the SBD defect. These tech-
niques are known from semiconductor failure analysis [10,11]. The
electrical current that is related to the SBD is orders of magnitude lower
than current levels in device FA. Therefor very weak signals are ex-
pected for PEM and TLS. We can overcome the expected faint PEM
signal intensity by increased the time to integrate the integration time.
As the degradation process is constantly ongoing during CVS mea-
surements the integration time for defect localisation must be optimized
to keep further degradation at a minimum level and to not run into HBD
mode. The level of degradation can be determined via the leakage
current level and the resistance, respectively. Setting a current com-
pliance during a CVS measurement reduces the resistance change over
time to a minimum (Fig. 4), the degradation is nearly frozen [1]. This
allows too examine the SBD over an extended period for example by
applying extended PEM integration times.

4. Experimental setup

4.1. Optical beam induced resistance change (OBIRCH)

OBIRCH uses the thermal dependency for ohmic resistances to de-
tect defect sites. The local thermal stimulation of the device structure is
realized by laser scanning (typically at 1300 nm wavelength) while the
sample is powered with a constant voltage or constant current. A de-
veloping defect is a locally reduced resistance hence the electrical

Formed capacitor 
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Bond pad 

optional metal layer for MIM structure  

Fig. 1. (a) schematic drawing of the used material stack (b) backside image of the BEOL test structure capacitor with bond pad.
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response to the applied heat is different compared to the intrinsic re-
gions. For the investigation a Hamamatsu Phemos1000 and a Stanford
Research SR560 low-noise amplifier was used.

4.2. Photon emission

Photon emission on electrically stressed low-k test structures is
measured to localise evolving defects. The Hamamatsu Phemos1000

system is equipped with a Si – CCD or an InGaAs photon detector as
well as a Hamamatsu NanoLens. The optical objectives used have a
20× magnification with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.4 and a 50×
magnification with 0.71 NA.

The InGaAs detector with a spectral detection range from 900
nm− 1600 nm allows backside analysis through the full bulk silicon.
Due to the small bandgap of the used detector materials the detector
itself is very noisy and needs to be cooled down. Even with a cooling to
−70 °C the maximum integration time is limited to 100 s with our
system.

Due to the spectral advantages of the InGaAs detector we focused on
backside emission measurements with Hamamatsu NanoLens.

The Hamamatsu NanoLens is a solid immersion lens (SIL) that can
be used with the Phemos1000. A SIL is a hemispherical shaped piece of
silicon that is put on the backside of the chip above the region of in-
terest. This results in a higher effective numerical aperture and detec-
tion sensitivity.

The Si - CCD has a spectral detection range from 350 nm− 1050 nm.
Thus, backside analysis on bulk silicon is only possible when the bulk
silicon is thinned down to a few nm. The application of a silicon SIL is
not possible. The low wavelength regime has the advantage of a rela-
tively low noise level enabling long integration times with more than
2000s. We performed frontside emission measurements with this de-
tector.

5. Results

5.1. SBD localisation by PEM with InGaAs detector

For the InGaAs detector we always used the current compliance
method to control the level of degradation. Backside measurements
with 50× objective (0.71NA) but without SIL allows to detect a defect
with 10 nA leakage current. A 10 nA leakage current is very close to the
HBD (Fig. 3) thus not of interest for us and not presented here. Further
decrease in current limitation did not give reliable photon emission
results with our standard InGaAs PEM system.

With the Hamamatsu NanoLens, the detection sensitivity has been
increased significantly. The current compliance had been reduced by
two orders of magnitude down to 100 pA. Fig. 4 shows an I – t curve of a
2 μm×2 μm low-k BEOL structure that is stressed with constant 28 V
and a current compliance set to 100 pA. Photon emission measurement
integration was started when the current compliance was reached, and
the degradation stopped. The time frame that was used to integrate the
PEM image is marked in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 the photon emission (PE) signal
superimposed with the sample reflection image is shown. The PE signal
can be clearly localised at the upper edge within the 2 μm×2 μm test
structure. Further decrease in current compliance did not show reliable
emission intensities.

(a) (b)
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Fig. 2. (a) top view of MIM HBD (b) FIB cross section of MIM HBD with protective carbon layer deposited with a FIB.
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5.2. SBD localisation by PEM with Si – CCD detector

Frontside measurements with the 20× (0.4NA) objective showed
photon emission from a SBD with a leakage current less than 1 nA.
Fig. 3 shows a full degradation I – t curve of a 2 μm×2 μm test
structure. PEM measurements with the Si – CCD had been performed
before we could control the degradation via a current control. In con-
sequence we observed a constant degradation during PEM measure-
ment. To detect the SBD, we integrated for 1922s. The corresponding
part of the I – t curve is labelled in Fig. 3. The leakage current increased
by four orders of magnitude [100 fA− 1 nA] during the PEM integra-
tion. The superimposed PE image from this SBD is shown in Fig. 6a.

The constant voltage stress was continued into the HBD and emis-
sion was measured again. The integration time required to visualise the
HBD is two orders of magnitude lower than for the SBD. For the HBD
(Fig. 6b) the Si – CCD had run into saturation after only 20 s. This shows
the much higher PE signal intensity during HBD compared to SBD.

Frontside Si – CCD measurements had also been performed on larger

100 μm×100 μm structures. Due to shadowing occurring for frontside
measurements we could not see any emission during SBD even with an
integration time of 4400 s.

5.3. SBD localisation by OBIRCH

OBIRCH measurements have been performed for front- and back-
side. For backside measurements we visualise a leakage current of 1 nA.
For the OBIRCH measurements we utilised a constant current stress
(CCS). With CCS the sample is stressed with a current bias and the re-
sulting voltage drop is monitored over time. Equally to the CVS with
current compliance, the degradation freezes when the current is limited
[1]. Fig. 8 shows the voltage drop on the test structure. With the current
held constant at 1 nA and the voltage drop stays in range of 34.5 V− 35
V, the resistance of the structure can be assumed as constant 35 GΩ for
the full measurement. The detected signal from this measurement can
be seen in Fig. 7a. We used a 20× objective and a stimulating laser
power of 50%. The signal can clearly be seen but a localisation within
the 2 μm×2 μm structure is not possible. For HBD measurements on
larger 100 μm×100 μm structures we detected multiple HBD spots at
once (Fig. 7b). The resulting HBD of this structure was localised in one
spot. Beside multiple SBDs can develop within a single structure only
one SBD will evolve into a HBD.

Further improvements on the optical resolution are expected when
using a SIL in combination with OBIRCH. We could not achieve any
results for front side measurements because of widespread problem for
frontside OBIRCH application. Most of the laser power gets reflected
instead of absorbed, consequentially the heating is not enough to
trigger a notable resistance change. [12]

5.4. Physical analysis of localised defects

Physical analyses have been performed to investigate the defect
structure in detail and validate a degradation at the PEM-localised
defective area. A FIB Cross section of a HBD in a 2 μm×2 μm MIS
structure with ~300 kΩ resistance can be seen in Fig. 9. The destruction
within the MIS structure is limited to a distinct area. Whereas for the
MIM HBD the test structure itself is removed by the high energy flux
during the HBD event (Fig. 2). Both structures were equally stressed
until HBD using a voltage ramp [0 V− 80 V] with a current compliance
of 10 mA. The internal MIS resistance is limiting the energy flux in HBD
to minimize further degradation. Nevertheless, the low-k layer is par-
tially removed, and voids have been formed in the MIS HBD. A trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) image of a 250 GΩ resistance SBD

Photon emission spot at upper edge 

6 μm 

Fig. 5. SBD photon emission from a low-k BEOL test –structure, using an
InGaAs camera with Hamamatsu “NanoLens”, leakage current of 100 pA and
100 s integration time.
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100 μm 100 μm 

Fig. 6. Si–CCD emission images of a low k dielectric BEOL structure (a) soft breakdown; 1922 s integration time, 20× objective (b) hard breakdown; 20 s integration
time, 20× objective.
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in a 2 μm×2 μm MIS structure can be seen in Fig. 10. The structural
degradation is much less compared to the MIS HBD shown in Fig. 9. The
defect structure is related to the spot site localised by PEM. In detail, the
low-k layer has locally been changed and a heat affected zone can be

seen at the silicon substrate underneath. The SBD defect signature
shown in Fig. 10 is completely different compared to the HBD as seen in
Fig. 9.

OBRICH signal

(a) (b)

50 μm 50 μm

Fig. 7. Pattern superimposed OBIRCH signals (a) from 1 nA constant current stress on a 2 μm×2 μm low k test–structure in SBD; 20× objective (b) multiple spots on
a 100 μm×100 μm test –structure with 1MΩ resistance in HBD.
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Fig. 9. Secondary electron image of a FIB created cross section from a PE localized HBD within a 2 μm×2 μm BEOL test structure.
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Fig. 10. Bright field STEM image of a FIB created 1.3 μm TEM lamella from a
250 GΩ sample; SBD expectation point supported by PE localization on a
2 μm×2 μm BEOL test structure.
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6. Summary and outlook

Low degradation levels of low-k dielectrics in area back end of line
test structures have been localised by utilising photon emission mi-
croscopy and optical beam induced resistance chance. We can distin-
guish the SBD from the HBD by three different ways. First, the electrical
properties the resistance change over time respectively defines the SBD
region. Secondly, the PEM signal signature. The SBD PEM signal in-
tensity is orders of magnitude lower compared to the HBD signal in-
tensity. Finally, comparative physical analysis of both failure modes
showed different defect morphologies.

It was found that a physical analysis of a SBD (250 GΩ) and a HBD
(300 kΩ) in back end of line MIS structures could be performed. It was
proven, that defect localisation with PEM and OBIRCH can reveal the
SBD mode during localisation.

It was shown that PEM with an InGaAs detector and a NanoLens is
able to detect and localise a SBD within a 2 μm×2 μm test structure
with a resistance of 260 GΩ. However, the signal to noise character-
istics of the InGaAs detector used, limit further significant improve-
ments in detection sensitivity.

Using a Si – CCD detector for photon emission measurements allow
to choose nearly arbitrary integration times to improve the detection
sensitivity. This way a soft breakdown from a 2 μm×2 μm test struc-
ture with a resistance larger than 26 GΩ had been detected. Due to
shadowing effects from the front metal plate a localisation within the
test structure was possible from the backside only. In consequence a soft
breakdown localisation with a Si – CCD detector requires thinning the
sample from backside. To improve the numerical aperture (optical re-
solution and detection sensitivity) a GaP solid immersion lens can be
used.

Spectral analysis of photon emission signals for various levels of
degradation will give more insight on the field properties during the
degradation.

Soft breakdown from a 2 μm×2 μm test structure with 35 GΩ could
be visualized by OBIRCH. Due to the limited optical resolution of the
used lens the localisation within the structure was not enough for de-
tailed analysis. Nevertheless, the detected signal intensities give a proof
of concept that this method is valuable to detect soft breakdowns within
low-k dielectric test structures. A solid immersion lens will improve the
optical resolution to localise the defect within the test structure. The
detection sensitivity had not yet been fully evaluated.

7. Conclusion

A milestone to perform physical analysis on area sized BEOL test
structures in SBD condition has been reached. The presented results
have proven that SBDs in BEOL test structures can be localised by
known non-invasive fault isolation methods like PEM and OBIRCH.

We archived the best detection sensitivity results by PEM using a
InGaAs detector and a NanoLens. The defect could be localised within a
2 μm×2 μm structure revealing a resistance of 260 GΩ and a leakage
current of 100 pA. PEM measurements with a Si – CCD detector are one
order magnitude less sensitive compared to the InGaAs detector with
NanoLens having a leakage current of less than 1 nA, 26 GΩ re-
spectivally. Nevertheless, significant improvements can be expected for
PEM measurements with Si – CCD detector when the chip backside is
thinned combined with a GaP SIL.

The localised defects by OBIRCH technique had the resistivity same
order of magnitude as the once with the Si – CCD detector. Significant
improvements on the OBIRCH detection sensitivity can be expected. For
OBIRCH the characteristics of the amplifier used are limiting the

sensitivity, especially the input resistance. The MFLI Lock-in Amplifier
from Zurich Instruments is promising to significantly improve these
measurements.

In conclusion, best results can be achieved by PEM in combination
with an InGaAs detector and NanoLens. PEM by using Si – CCD and
OBIRCH, provides one order of magnitude lower detection sensitivity
but significant improvements can be expected.

The influence of the applied heat to the defect by using OBIRCH
technique has not been discussed yet. As further improvements in de-
tection sensitivity can be expected impact of the laser to the defect
development needs to be characterised. On the other hand, PEM can
detect the SBD free of interactions with the sample, increased mea-
surement sensitivity would directly contribute to the understanding of
the SBD mechanism.

Physical analysis on the detected SBDs with FIB cross sections and
TEM preparation had been performed showing different defect mor-
phology for HBD and SBD defects. Gaining more insight of the defect
structure can be expected for thinner TEM lamellas and following EDX
analyses.
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